A new generation of planetary rover instruments, such as PIXL (Planetary Instrument for X-ray Lithochemistry) and SHERLOC (Scanning Habitable Environments with Raman Luminescence for Organics and Chemicals) selected for the Mars 2020 mission rover payload, aim to map mineralogical and elemental composition in situ at microscopic scales. These instruments will produce large spectral cubes with thousands of channels acquired over thousands of spatial locations, a large potential science yield limited mainly by the time required to acquire a measurement after placement. A secondary bottleneck also faces mission planners after downlink; analysts must interpret the complex data products quickly to inform tactical planning for the next command cycle. This study demonstrates operational approaches to overcome these bottlenecks by specialized early-stage science data processing. Onboard, simple real-time systems can perform a basic compositional assessment, recognizing specific features of interest and optimizing sensor integration time to characterize anomalies. On the ground, statistically motivated visualization can make raw uncalibrated data products more interpretable for tactical decision making. Techniques such as manifold dimensionality reduction can help operators comprehend large databases at a glance, identifying trends and anomalies in data. These onboard and ground-side analyses can complement a quantitative interpretation. We evaluate system performance for the case study of PIXL, an X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. Experiments on three representative samples demonstrate improved methods for onboard and ground-side automation and illustrate new astrobiological science capabilities unavailable in previous planetary instruments.
Introduction
T ime is a fundamental limiting resource for robotic planetary surveys. Historical missions such as Mars Pathfinder, Venus surface probes, and the Chang'e 3 Lunar expedition faced short lifetimes with few communications opportunities and few mission days to acquire data. Time bottlenecks also challenge longer-lived missions, such as the Mars rover Opportunity or the Mars Science Laboratory; upon reaching a new site of interest, they must quickly acquire a comprehensive dataset and form conclusive science interpretations so that the mission can progress to the next locale. In the future, astrobiology surveys will face even stricter constraints. A planned Mars 2020 surface rover would traverse kilometers of terrain while simultaneously identifying sites of interest and acquiring rock samples for later return to Earth (NASA Science Definition Team, 2014) . The combination of kilometer-, meter-, and micro-scale survey with sample handling, extraction, and preservation makes efficient operations critical. Technologies to speed data acquisition and interpretation can expedite these core mission objectives and reduce risk. Moreover, accurate but fast analysis of each new locale will be vital for tactical decision making to maximize overall science yield over the finite mission lifetime.
This study focuses on two particularly challenging time bottlenecks. The first constraint is the instrument integration time. This is acute for sensors such as the Planetary Instrument for X-ray Lithochemistry (PIXL) or Scanning Habitable Environments with Raman Luminescence for Organics and Chemicals (SHERLOC) on board the Mars 2020 mission (Beegle et al., 2014; Allwood et al., 2015) . These instruments aim to map mineralogical and elemental composition in situ at microscopic scales. They can produce large spectral cubes having thousands of channels and thousands of spatial locations. In large maps, each spectrum acquired by an instrument such as PIXL is likely to have a short integration time and consequently low signal to noise. Long integration times obtained by the summation of individual datapoints may be needed to quantify subtle compositional attributes, such as the minor and trace element abundance of textural features seen in element maps, with implications for returned sample quality. Examples include variations in elemental abundances bearing on the biogenicity of putative microbialites and the identification of minerals significant in terms of geochronology. The second bottleneck is the time to interpret downlinked data. Analysts' early tactical assessments inform instrument planning decisions about where the spacecraft should travel and what measurements it should attempt on the next command cycle. The rapid cadence of operations demands fast responses. However, manual grouping of similar spectra in large datasets is often not feasible within the time constraints of tactical mission operations. In addition, status quo approaches typically require days of processing, quality assurance, calibration, and assessment to achieve an authoritative analysis of complex datasets. This is challenging for instruments such as PIXL and SHERLOC and other mapping spectrometers with tens or hundreds of wavelength channels. These datasets defy easy visualization and typically reveal their best secrets only after days of analysis. It will therefore be critical to streamline an early tactical assessment of these datasets for optimal instrument planning.
This work demonstrates that automation can help address both bottlenecks. Figure 1 illustrates three timescales of analysis during operations decision making and the decisions relevant to each stage. This paper focuses on the two green boxes. First, we present onboard automated data analysis to improve acquisition speed and to reduce the number of command cycles needed to characterize a sample. Adaptive sampling uses simple spectral attributes to trigger longer integration times on microscale locations of interest. Such features are typically defined as a spectrum matching a desired compositional signature, anomalous compositions that differ from anything yet seen, or a rare and unexpected mineral whose presence is only hypothetical. Adapting integration time allows the instrument to find these ''needles in a haystack'' and focus a reserved portion of the acquisition time on these sites. Onboard analysis can also save command cycles by searching for a signature observed on a previous command cycle-essentially, returning to an area of interest with a placement accuracy exceeding the physical precision of the rover arm.
Next, we address the analysis bottleneck with visualization methods that enable operators to identify outliers, form categorizations, and understand large quantities of spectral or image information at a glance. This allows analysts to partially assess data quality before a fully calibrated analysis is available. We focus on data-driven statistical methods, which apply readily to a wide range of products including visible/ infrared spectra, X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectra, neutron spectra, and radar data. Specifically, we apply principles of manifold dimensionality reduction, projecting measurements to points on the 2-D plane in such a way that similar spectra lie close together. The analyst can use this representation to immediately see trends, clusters, and outliers.
Dimensionality reduction has been applied to diverse fields including molecular biology and dynamical systems analysis (Gorban and Zinovyev, 2010) , but there has been little attempt on planetary data.
As a case study, we consider XRF data from the breadboard version of PIXL. This is an appropriately stressing example, since data volumes are large (as many as 10 4 datapoints per acquisition) and contain challenging structure on many scales. We assess different adaptive sampling criteria as well as linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques. Our study tests the following hypotheses:
(1) Onboard, adaptive sampling seeking novel composition provides a higher diversity of compositions than traditional ''blind'' data acquisition by evenly spaced transects and raster patterns; that is, it achieves a more diverse dataset in a shorter time. (2) Onboard, adaptive sampling can reliably find specific spectra, overcoming expected instrument placement errors to enable same-cycle measurements of interesting locations. (3) On the ground, purely statistical dimensionality reduction techniques reveal the most relevant compositional differences without the need for absolute calibration. (4) On the ground, nonlinear dimensionality reduction strategies provide more faithful interpretations than linear methods; that is, they better capture the numerical structure in the original data product.
We evaluate these hypotheses for three representative PIXL datasets of varying complexity.
We begin by presenting the datasets and preprocessing common to all experiments. Next, we present the adaptive sampling approach and the result of several simulations that emulate mission data acquisition. The following section describes dimensionality reduction techniques for interpreting the data, applies a battery of candidate algorithms, and evaluates their efficacy with respect to geological accuracy and fidelity. Finally, we conclude by discussing the implications for operations design and the broader potential for other missions.
Data Acquisition and Reduction
We focus on PIXL, an XRF spectrometer designed to be mounted on a rover arm for interrogating rock outcrops (Lawrence et al., 2012; Allwood et al., 2015) . PIXL emits a focused beam of X-rays onto the sample through a polycapillary from a distance of less than 5 cm. These interact with the sample to displace electrons from atoms' inner orbits, vacancies that are subsequently filled from outer shells. This emits X-rays of characteristic energies, which are sensed by a silicon drift detector producing distinctive fingerprints for each element. PIXL uses a source-ray focusing optic with very high spatial resolution (100 lm for the first breadboard instrument), actuated to acquire measurements in transects or grid patterns and generate fine-scale elemental maps. Each spectrum has 4096 distinct energy channels from 0 to 41 KeV.
We acquired three datasets of different sizes and complexities: ''Troughite,'' a living microbialite collected from standing water in the Mojave Desert (13,149 spectra, 15-second integrations); ''Black Beauty,'' a piece of NWA 7533, a martian meteorite paired with NWA 7034 (8,014 spectra, 30-second integrations); and ''Shionoha,'' a travertine, a carbonate precipitate collected from Shionoha hot springs in Japan (11,858 spectra, 16-second integrations). We mapped the cut and polished surface of each sample in a raster grid pattern using step sizes of approximately 100 microns. The samples show a wide range of structure and complexity. The Shionoha sample is a relatively simple compositional gradient, while the Troughite sample is a polymict of many diverse grains of different compositions. To facilitate a geological interpretation, we also acquired geological thin sections and photomicrographs of the Troughite and Shionoha samples, providing fine-scale petrological information including the mineralogy of grains and the distribution of cements. We co-registered these images using manual ground-control points to fit a simple affine transformation between the two frames. This provided a coregistration match with a root mean squared error of less than the PIXL beam footprint of 100 lm. We labeled the most obvious geological categories in the Troughite image: grains of quartz, feldspar, k-feldspar, carbonate, and iron oxides. This allowed us to correlate populations of spectra identified via dimensionality reduction with sample mineralogy and other features. Figure 2 shows typical PIXL spectra from the Black Beauty sample. The raster image appears in the top panel in false color. The top panel highlights two different colorcoded regions having distinctive compositions. These contain mean spectra plotted in the bottom. Peaks indicate the abundance of different chemical elements. Other features include a Bremsstrahlung signal (the large, flat continuum shape) and occasional false peaks due to scattering and diffraction effects. Our analysis first calculated descriptive intensity values using the energy channels of the dominant Ka1 peaks for Al, Si, Ca, S, P, Cl, Ti, K, Fe, Ba, Ce, Mn, Ga, Zr, Sr, and Y. More details on elemental line energies are found in the work of Bearden (1967) .
To isolate the X-ray counts from these elements, we first estimated the Bremsstrahlung background using the SNIP algorithm of Ryan et al. (1988; Van Grieken and Markowicz, 2001 ). This nonparametric estimator estimates the background by smoothing the peak-removed signal. We subtracted this background, integrated the remainder over the channels associated with each element, and normalized the result by its local background ( Jenkins, 1995) . The final normalization accounts for intensity differences due to matrix effects, sensor placement, and geometry. At low energies below about 3 keV, the background signal is close to zero, making the normalization unstable. Instead, we used the Bremsstrahlung signal at 3 keV as a proxy in these wavelengths. This was adequate for simple relative comparisons of line intensities, though a true quantitative evaluation might improve accuracy further by fitting the Bremsstrahlung signal with a parametric model. The result of preprocessing is a multichannel image of element intensities interpretable as a map. Figure 3 shows raster images acquired from Shionoha, Black Beauty, and Troughite samples. We show relative intensity of aluminum (red), calcium (green), and titanium (blue). Each spatial location is associated with a full spectrum of X-ray counts and a full vector of element intensities.
On Board: Adaptive Sampling
The PIXL instrument acquires data sequentially across transect and grid patterns, lingering at each location and integrating measurements over a period of seconds to minutes. Times as short as 5-10 s are used for a fast survey assessment to determine the bulk composition and recognize unit boundaries. Alternatively, long integrations of a minute or more provide very high-fidelity spectral data for deriving trace element compositions. It may be impractical to form complete images of high-fidelity spectra due to the time cost. This motivates adaptive sampling, in which the instrument performs an initial short survey measurement, autonomously analyzes the result, and makes an immediate decision ''on the fly'' about when to follow up with a long integration (Thompson et al., 2014) . The net effect is to preferentially sample the geologically interesting data. Adaptive sampling can also be used to seek a very specific spectral signature observed on a previous command cycle. This can obtain long integrations from a site of interest, for example, using spectral feedback to place the instrument more accurately than the precision of the rover arm.
Adaptive sampling methods
The analysis begins with the initial preprocessing to reduce the spectrum to a vector of element line intensities. We then apply one of two adaptive sampling approaches. The first approach, a density-based method described previously by Thompson et al. (2014) , maintains a library of all spectra collected during the transect. It acquires a new longintegration spectrum whenever the distance between the current spectrum and its closest long-dwell spectrum exceeds a threshold. Here, distance is defined as a weighted Euclidean distance between spectra. For a new spectrum u, library spectrum v, channel weights w, and threshold s the rule is trigger when 9 v S:T:
where
The rule bounds the maximum distance between any measurement and the closest long-dwell spectrum, causing long integrations to spread evenly throughout the space of compositions. Channel weights control the relative influence of different lines and can be set according to the investigation objectives. Alternatively, an operator can treat all lines equally by setting w to their standard deviations. A total cap on the number of long-dwell spectra is imposed to enforce time limits; if this budget is reached, the system would forgo further long-dwell spectra. A typical example is a 2 h raster map with a budget of 20% of that time reserved for long-dwell spectra. The second trigger criterion is an interval-based approach that defines value ranges for each element channel. An exclusive rule, used for finding anomalous compositions, triggers a long-dwell spectrum when the measurement exceeds this envelope in any channel. For an interval in channel i represented by the set Q i , the rule is trigger when 9i S:T:
Intervals could be given in intensity values, but this work defines Q in terms of standard deviations from the mean. For example, the interval F i = [-3, 3] ensures that any outlier in channel i lying more than three standard deviations outside the mean triggers a long dwell. The mean and standard deviations are estimated directly from spectral data as the transect progresses. If the instrument can reliably return to a prior location along its transect, it would be desirable to accumulate statistics over the entire dataset and select outliers upon reaching the end. This would also allow the most significant outliers to be prioritized. However, thermal expansion of the arm upon reaching the end of the scan may prevent reliable return to a previous position within 100 lm. For generality, we will focus here on the most restrictive case where the instrument can only visit each point once.
One can also use intervals as an inclusive criterion for finding a specific signature of interest. This triggers when all channel values lie within prescribed ranges (i.e., a close match).
Together, these rules provide a rich palette of options for instrument operations. As a control, we also evaluate two non-adaptive rules: periodic sampling acquires data at regular intervals across the transect, with spacing appropriate to the total budget; and random sampling that allocates its prescribed number of samples randomly.
Adaptive sampling performance metrics
One important goal of adaptive sampling is to improve the diversity of long integrations. We quantify diversity using Shannon entropy (Cover and Thomas, 2012) , which describes the amount of information contained in the set of long-dwell spectra. Shannon entropy is the foundation of experimental design criteria such as D-optimal design. We assume the intensities are independently distributed Gaussians, in which case the score is a differential entropy h:
where r 2 i represents the variance of long-dwell values in channel i. Redundancy or repetitive data would reduce this score. This is a simplified form of the more general multivariate distribution having correlations across channels, where the differential entropy is proportional to the log determinant of the covariance matrix. The more general form might be a more accurate reflection of information content, but there are rarely more than a handful of longdwell spectra, so its determinant calculation is unstable. We find that the isotropic case described above provides a good approximation and an effective metric for comparing the diversity of widely different datasets.
In this work, we evaluated diversity by simulating transects across each sample, one row at a time. The budget of long-dwell spectra was 20% of the traverse length. This is appropriate to balance survey and follow-up since the integration time of long-dwell spectra is often 5-10 times that of the short spectra. It also provided sufficient samples for data-driven adaptive methods to characterize the specimen. In a multiday operations scenario, operators could predict the values expected and tune performance with tighter interval criteria. Here, we erred on the side of conservatism and forced the adaptive system to recharacterize the sample tabula rasa with each transect. We applied adaptive sampling to each dataset, using distance thresholds of 4 standard deviations for both density and interval methods. This value was found experimentally to offer best performance across all datasets.
Apart from diversity, we considered a second performance measure to evaluate the system's potential to reliably return to a prior location. For any given spectrum, the distance to other locations in the sample (measured in channel intensity space) indicates whether that signature is unique enough to distinguish it. We calculate a noise-weighted distance in each channel using
Here, s i is the standard deviation of noise in channel i (calculated from Poisson statistics). The smallest such value indicates the signal-to-background ratio presented by that unique spectral signature. However, we must also account for the fact that neighboring spatial locations are often similar enough to count as identical-it is usually acceptable to hit an immediate neighbor of the target. Consequently, we exclude a small local window of radius r from the nearest-neighbor search. This target size, which we set at 5, 10, 20, or 40 pixels, defines a neighborhood within which we hope to reacquire a long-dwell spectrum. Figure 4 shows an example transect across the Black Beauty sample, with dots indicating locations selected for long integrations. As expected, the selected locations cluster mainly on small particles having distinctive composition or enrichment in one or more elements. The total budget of 28 is 20% of the total transect length. This is a particularly diverse sample with several small compositional anomalies along the transect. Most in situ samples would probably contain just one (or at most two) outlier locations. Figure 5 compares differential entropies for random sampling (R), periodic sampling (P), adaptive density-based sampling (AD), and adaptive interval-based sampling (AI). Larger differential entropy scores are better. The circles and lines represent means and standard deviations of the diversity score, with each row taken as a separate and independent trial. There is a wide spread of values across trials, reflecting varying diversity across each row of the raster. Even for very diverse samples, some transects are homogeneous-and adaptive sampling cannot change these scores. There is also a wide difference in magnitudes for different samples, reflecting the heterogeneity of the different specimens. Shionoha is the simplest, and even the best-performing trials have a low differential entropy. In contrast, even random sampling can achieve a very high information content when applied to the Troughite dataset. Both adaptive sampling methods outperform static and random approaches for every specimen ( p < 0.001 for an unpaired t test). The Black Beauty dataset shows the largest benefit and the widest separation of adaptive and nonadaptive scores. This is consistent with the presence of many small grains that are difficult to find by chance. Next, we calculated the fraction of pixels that could be reacquired by their spectral signature-in other words, the fraction of pixels with a spectrum that differed from others outside its neighborhood by at least 3r. Table 1 shows four different target size radii. Values are consistent with the first test: the Shionoha sample has the most homogeneous background, and just a few spectra can be reliably reacquired. In contrast, large fractions of the Troughite sample are unique and can be reacquired to high precision. Figure 6 shows the nearest-neighbor distances as a map, calculated for target size 10. The signal-to-background score indicates locations that could be reliably targeted by using a spectral signature technique. Note that small, distinctive features are quite easy to reacquire, while the centers of large homogeneous areas are more difficult to hit precisely. This offers a very conservative performance assessment; an instrument might still be able to hit these larger targets through a combination of looser positioning requirements and careful selection of a transect direction to maximize target contrast.
Adaptive sampling results

Discussion
Experiments in adaptive sampling demonstrate significant improvements in sample diversity for survey transects, corroborating prior work detailed by Thompson et al. (2013) . Both adaptive sampling approaches consistently improve the result achieved by periodic sampling. Neither the intervalbased nor the density-based approach significantly outperforms the other. However, the implementation simplicity of the interval-based method, combined with its capability of reacquiring prior spectra, makes it a compelling option.
These experiments show that many, but not all, areas of the specimens have signatures that are unique enough to reacquire based on spectral content alone. These features, which can be acquired, are exactly the small, unique areas that would be difficult to find when using conventional FIG. 5. Differential entropy, a measure of diversity, achieved by applying different sampling strategies to each specimen. Higher scores are better. ''n'' (at top) signifies the number of rows in the sample, with each row treated as a separate trial. R: random; P: periodic, regular spacing; AD: adaptive, density-based; AI: adaptive, interval-based. Circles and lines show data means and standard deviations, respectively. The system was permitted a number of long-dwell spectra equal to 20% of the total transect length. techniques. Consequently, adaptive sampling could play an important role in operations as operators attempt to measure microscale features accurately. Regardless, it would also be useful to pair these approaches with visually guided sampling to ensure that all areas of the sample are reachable.
On Ground: Visualization
This section focuses on the second challenge of rapid ground-side data analysis, with several algorithms designed to assist interpretation of downlinked data. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate challenges in interpreting these datasets. Neither the image representation nor the spectrum is sufficient: RGB color images can show many datapoints at once but only portray three spectral channels at a time, while the spectrum shows all spectral channels but can only portray a single point location. One can explore the data more fully by cycling the raster image through multiple color mappings, but this is impractical for more than a handful of combinations and relies on fallible human memory to synthesize the information. It is also easy to overlook subtle artifacts and measurement errors in single spectra. Such problems in data quality are expected when exploring poorly characterized remote environments. Together, these challenges motivate a new visualization approach to improve the reliability and reduce cognitive load on instrument command decisions.
Dimensionality reduction is a well-studied technique for visualizing complex datasets. It aims to represent highdimensional datasets by using compressed versions that capture all the relevant structure. For PIXL data, this means projecting thousands of 4096-dimensional spectra onto a 2-D plane while preserving the similarity of neighbor relationships. We desire that this projection be interpretable, emphasizing the key physical distinctions relevant to the investigation. The visualization should reveal all relevant variance, without excluding phenomena or being dominated by any one trend. The visualization should also be faithful to the original, representing the underlying numerical data with minimal distortion. Finally, we desire that it transparently handle many different, diverse targets. This is critical because the visualization is most likely to be used in a rapid first analysis of data and operators may not know the feature's targets or data quality in advance. To our knowledge, ours is the first research to investigate the issue of statistical data visualization methods specifically for science decision making during field campaigns. The planetary domain is challenging since the environment is highly unconstrained; instrument artifacts and noise routinely exceed that in conventional, sanitized benchmark datasets used for developing dimensionality reduction methods.
Dimensionality reduction methods
We consider several linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods, beginning each analysis with the intensity vector x˛R n having one entry in x for each Ka1 line. We seek a mapping f (x) = x¢ : R n 1 R 2 transforming this vector of normalized line intensities to a 2-D ordered pair representing the row and column position in the visual map.
Principal component analysis (PCA)
. Dimensionality reduction algorithms are broadly grouped into linear and nonlinear techniques. Classical principal component analysis (PCA; Shlens, 2005 ) finds a linear projection of the data onto a new orthonormal basis: a low-dimensional subspace to maximize the variance of the data. PCA was applied to XRF images over a decade ago in work by Vogt et al. (2003) and has become common for XRF analysis. One first centers the data so that + n i ¼ 0 x i ¼ 0 À Á and then diagonalizes the covariance matrix:
and the solution is obtained by solving the eigenvalue equation,
for eigenvalues k ‡ 0 and v˛R n . All the solutions v then lie in the span x 1 , x 2 . x n . The eigenvectors associated with the top eigenvalues become the new 2-D basis.
We follow the standard practice of using PCA as a preprocessing step to reduce noise and improve the computational complexity of other methods. When used in this way, we set the number of target dimensions to explain 99.999% of the data variance. This rule produces datasets with 3, 5, and 6 dimensions for the Shionoha, Black Beauty, and Troughite samples, respectively. We also evaluate the effect of a standardization transformation, following the strategy of Boardman and Kruse (2011) and further dividing all dimensions by the square root of their eigenvalues so that they had unit variance. This prevents a single strong element, or collection of correlated elements, from dominating the feature vector. Our evaluation will consider both standardized and nonstandardized preprocessing.
Factor analysis (FA) and probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA)
. PCA uses only second-order statistics, which is suboptimal if the data is not Gaussiandistributed. This is typical of PIXL data, which can FIG. 6. Signal-to-background score for each specimen, for reacquiring spectra inside a 5-pixel neighborhood. Gray pixels have scores greater than 3; white pixels are greater than 6. Specimens (left to right): Black Beauty, Troughite, and Shionoha.
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contain linear trends and extruded, non-Gaussian clouds corresponding to compositional gradients. Some other linear techniques are free from the Gaussian assumption. Factor analysis (FA) (Bartholomew, 1987) posits a linear combination of bases perturbed by Gaussian noise˛:
Constraining the error˛to be a Gaussian with diagonal covariance N (0, w) means observations are distributed according to
The observed variables x are conditionally independent given the latent variables, which are estimated via expectation maximization. Alternatively, positing a Gaussian prior distribution over latent variables x¢ permits a closedform solution leading to an algorithm commonly known as probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) (Tipping and Bishop, 1999) .
Kernel principal component analysis (KPCA).
Another important group of projections involve nonlinear transformations. Here, there are dozens of options, so we focus for this study on well-known algorithms representing distinctly different methodologies. Kernel principal component analysis, or KPCA (Schölkopf et al., 1997) , maps the data into a latent feature space /(x) and there performs a linear dimensionality reduction. The result is to create a nonlinear mapping from x 1 x¢. To evaluate the projection for the j th component, written x¢ j , one uses
Solving for optimal values a involves an eigensystem based on the matrix of inner products C/(x n ), /(x n )D. Since the actual coordinates of /(x) are never used directly, the latent space can have very high dimensionality provided its inner products are still tractable. Here, we define the inner product as the product of Gaussian kernel functions, leading to an elegant closed-form solution. The bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel is an unknown parameter, so we perform a grid search over multiple bandwidths and (conservatively) use the performance corresponding to the best result.
Fast maximum variance unfolding (FMVU).
Another method based on local distances is fast maximum variance unfolding (FMVU) (Shlens, 2005) ; this optimizes a semidefinite programming problem that maximized the overall variance of projected data while preserving local distances. The FMVU procedure considers local distances within a neighborhood whose size is a free parameter; we select it using a grid search in this study.
Locally linear embedding (LLE).
Dimensionality reduction methods require that the intrinsic dimensionality of the data be low, so that the (noise-free) data lies on a surface embedded in the high-dimensional space. Locally linear embedding (LLE) (Roweis and Saul, 2000) builds on this intuition, seeking projections that preserve the local geometry of the manifold. LLE assumes that each datapoint lies on a low-dimensional hyperplane in a local neighborhood of k nearest neighbors. It finds the set of local weights of neighboring points to reconstruct each high-dimensional datum in the least-squares sense. It then fixes this weight matrix and solves for the low-dimensional representation that optimizes the reconstruction error-tantamount to an eigensystem with a closed-form solution. The number of neighbors k is set with a grid search.
Laplacian eigenmaps (LEM).
A contrasting approach is to build a graph structure for the data cloud and then identify a projection that preserves this connectivity. The Laplacian eigenmaps (LEM) algorithm (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003) starts with a graph of locally connected neighborhoods. It uses the n · n graph Laplacian matrix L, tantamount to a matrix representation of a graph with n nodes m.
The Laplacian matrix represents each point's connections in this graph structure using
where adj(m i , m j ) represents adjacency and deg(m i ) represents degree. The Laplacian can be interpreted as the difference of a diagonal weight matrix D summing the rows of a connectivity matrix W, W i,j˛{ 0,1}, such that L = D -W is positive definite. LEM identifies top eigenvalues k and eigenvectors f of the system
The f vectors for the top two eigenvalues became the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the projected dataset. This is the embedding that best represents the connectivity relationships in the original graph. The number of neighbors included in the neighborhood graph is selected by using a grid search.
t-distributed stochastic neighborhood embedding (t-SNE).
Finally, we also consider stochastic neighborhood embedding (SNE) (Hinton and Roweis, 2002) . In SNE, the high-dimensional Euclidean distances between points were first converted into p ijj , the asymmetric conditional probability that the datapoint x i would pick x j as its neighbor, proportional to their Gaussian densities centered at x i . With the same idea, in the low-dimensional space, SNE models the similarities of projected points x¢ i and x¢ j by the conditional probabilities. The objective is to match these distributions, typically achieved by minimizing the natural cost function KL-divergence (Shlens, 2014) over all datapoints.
In this work, we use a variant based on the Student t distribution known as t-distributed stochastic neighborhood embedding (t-SNE) (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) . This allows dissimilar objects to be modeled far apart in the projected visualization. Together, these methods constitute a diverse selection of density-, distance-, and topology-based approaches. The input values to all algorithms are normalized intensities. We considered further standardizing the variables by transforming AUTOMATING X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSISthem to have standard deviation one and mean zero, but since the majority of dimensions were not relevant, this increased the effect of noise and ultimately harmed most methods' performance. We report the normalized values here.
Dimensionality reduction performance metrics
We evaluate each method with two criteria. First, we measure the fidelity of the reduced representation, that is, the degree to which it captures the local structure in the raw dataset. The agreement rate metric (ARM) is a score for assessing dimensionality reduction (Akkucuk, 2004) defined as the fraction of nearest-neighbor relationships preserved in the low-dimensional representation:
Where a i is the number of neighbors preserved in the lowdimensional projection of point i, n is the dataset cardinality, and k is the size of the local neighborhood. The score ranges from zero (no alignment) to one (perfect fidelity). In principle, it depends on the value of k, but in practice we found the behavior of the ARM scores was stable across a wide range of different values. We set k = 12 for these experiments, which yielded an informative breadth of performance scores while covering the smallest geological features (which could have as few as a dozen pixels). We use a kdtree structure to search efficiently for nearest neighbors (Press et al., 2007) .
Our second score evaluates classification accuracy using the standard nearest-neighbor classifier (Bishop, 2006) . The classification score indicates how well the projected representation emphasizes petrological categories. The classifier relies on a ground-truth petrological interpretation, so we only perform this evaluation for the Troughite sample with co-registered optical microscopy. We split the dataset into training and testing halves, and for each datapoint of the testing spectrum, calculate a predicted class ĉ i usinĝ
Here, N i is the local neighborhood of k training points nearest to point i, and I is the indicator function that evaluates to 1 if the predicted class ĉ i is equal to c j . We perform 20-fold cross validation, cycling through 20 held-out testing sets to estimate the error on a novel dataset. The nearestneighbor classifier has been used previously in dimensionality reduction experiments (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) . It is free of parametric modeling assumptions about the form of the data and approaches the best-achievable theoretical performance for very dense datasets. Using a single nearest neighbor, rather than an ensemble of k neighbors, helps the classification score reflect the fine local structure as described in Van der Maaten et al. (2009) .
Finally, we manually select three regions in the Black Beauty sample with distinctive compositions: enhancements in Ca, Ti, and Al corresponding to the red, green, and blue regions in Fig. 8 . Tracing these spectra to each of the point clouds reveals the planar projections of different compositional units. Ideally, each unit should be compact, contiguous, and well-separated from the others. Figure 7 shows eigenvalues, in descending order, for the principal components of each dataset. Magnitudes are relative to the maximum eigenvalue on a logarithmic scale. The rate of decay shows the variance captured by each subsequent dimension, and the slope indicates the complexity of the dataset. Both Troughite and Black Beauty samples are complex, with variance along many independent dimensions. This agrees with the interpretation of these samples as polymicts of many different materials. In contrast, the Shionoha sample is relatively simple, exhibiting a much faster eigenvalue decay and just a few salient dimensions. This is characteristic of a single compositional unit with varying degrees of alteration. Figure 8 shows example projections applying each of the eight methods to the Black Beauty sample. The colored dots below show the groups' projections in the point cloud. In each case, we have cropped the point cloud to show the main body of the distribution. All methods generally do a good job of separating the three classes. PCA proves generally stable, producing point clouds that approximate a Gaussian distribution: a dense concentration of points in the center and a scattered spread of outliers at the periphery. The top row shows LLE and linear approaches, all of which resemble traditional PCA. FA is stable only when the raw nonstandardized data is used and generally fails to outperform classical PCA. Typical results from PPCA and LLE provide little or no benefit over PCA.
Dimensionality reduction results
Nonlinear methods show more variability. KPCA produces cartoid structures with highly concentrated central regions and compositional units distributed on the periphery. LEM typically produces long filamentary structures. FMVU resulted in more uniform but disorganized clouds. Of all the methods, its features were least well-localized. Qualitatively, t-SNE is the top performer; it best combines an informative structure (filling the whole 2-D plane) with well-localized, compact, and separated features. The only obvious disadvantage to t-SNE is that it tends to fill the entire plane uniformly, reducing the visual salience of extreme outliers. For Tables 2 and 3 show performance scores for all samples and visualization methods. The standardization gives no quantitative benefit to ARM or classification scores. ARM values vary widely, though algorithms' relative performance is consistent. Neither the linear nor nonlinear categories offer a uniform advantage, and performance depends entirely on the specific algorithm. Classical PCA offers very solid performance on all samples, outperforming many of the more sophisticated nonlinear and linear approaches. However, the top nonlinear algorithms perform best overall. The graph-based LEM and LLE strategies perform very well on raw data, with excellent ARM scores and classification accuracies of 93.5% and 92.5%, respectively. Classical Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), PCA, and PPCA score in similar ranges. t-SNE performs best overall, with superior ARM scores on five of six cases and superior classification scores. It achieves a total classification accuracy of 98.4, which is near perfect, signifying that the distinct geological groups identified in the image all fall into compact clusters in the t-SNE plot.
Next, the projections for the Black Beauty and Shionoha samples demonstrate their value for finding spectral endmembers. Figure 9 shows the procedure, illustrated with intensities normalized using the Silicon Ka1 line (an alternative normalization strategy that yields similar results). The Black Beauty sample appears in the left column, and the Shionoha sample in the right. First, an analyst manually selects the extrema of the point cloud (top row). These points are mapped back into the original image coordinates (middle row). They are then used to extract average spectra (bottom row). The four endmember regions selected in Black Beauty correspond to compact regions with distinct spectra. The green endmember is an obvious numerical outlier due to high Ti enrichment. The blue endmember is enriched in K, red and yellow in Fe. The Shionoha spectra show much subtler differences, with minor changes in the abundance of Cl (originating in the epoxy used in the preparation of the thin section), Ca, and Fe in each of three endmembers. The blue versus green axis reflects the amount of Fe that is present, while the red axis is related to the quantity of Cl. Many of these regions subtend very small clusters containing 10 or fewer pixels. This makes them difficult to identify in the image maps alone. Nevertheless, the fact that they do form contiguous units corroborates an interpretation as real physical outliers, rather than (for example) artifacts.
While PCA is useful to identify key compositional gradients, many different spectral distinctions are buried in the central concentration of points. Consequently, it does not necessarily show all the unique compositional units ''at a glance.'' However, the nonlinear method of t-SNE serves this objective well. We use it to fully interpret the t-SNE projection for the Troughite sample in Fig. 10 . We manually color the scatterplot of Si-normalized data, highlighting clusters corresponding to different compositional units. Grains with novel compositions are easy to overlook in a brute-force inspection but are immediately evident in the t-SNE projection since the spectra appear as isolated clusters.
We annotate salient groups with numbers indicating different compositional units that appear as contiguous regions on the sample, and interpret the units based on both thin-scale microscopy and analysis of the spectra. The principal units are (1) calcite cement; (2) edges of feldspar grains; (3) titanium-rich minerals and cement; (4-8) edges of carbonate grains; (9) quartz with diffraction peaks; (10-12) iron oxides; (13-14) iron-rich cement and edges; (15-17) epoxy in voids and along the edges of embedded grains; (18) centers of iron-oxide grains; (19-23) feldspars; (24) edges of calcite crystals. We find that edges of grains are often classified differently than the grains themselves. This is typically related to real differences in the spectra, which can be caused by differences in bulk composition at locations where the X-ray beam excites more than one compositional element (e.g., two separate grains of different mineralogies), by uncorrected differences in the propagation path of X-rays, or by the ''footprints'' of the detector and emitter. We also find that spectra contaminated by instrument-related effects such as diffraction peaks appear as separate groups. This makes them easy to identify in the t-SNE projections.
Discussion
Quantitatively and qualitatively, the projection methods produced widely different visual maps. Figure 8 demonstrates that the specific algorithm has an even greater impact than its categorization as linear or nonlinear. Measured by the original performance metric, many of these projections were equally ''good'' at separating petrological classifications. However, the nonlinear t-SNE is the clear winner in terms of both interpretability (as judged by the k-nn classification) and fidelity (as judged by the ARM scores). It is the top performer for nearly all datasets and metrics. The Shionoha ARM analysis is the only exception, where PCA leads but t-SNE still performs well. t-SNE preserves the fine microstructure evident in maps such as Fig. 10 , where nearly all the clusters and local groupings correspond to unique physical features of the sample. The only disadvantage is that filling the entire 2-D plane with meaningful clusters tends to deemphasize the extremes of the most dramatic numerical outliers. Consequently, linear approaches such as classical PCA may still be useful for identifying small endmember points and regions. The ability to use either t-SNE or PCA representations, and to translate fluidly between region selection on the physical image or in the point cloud, could provide dramatic benefits for early interpretation and exploration of planetary instrument data such as the samples in this work. Planetary instrument operations demand rapid tactical analysis to keep pace with daily operations. Dimensionality reduction can be a valuable first step as a precursor to follow up measurements and quantitative analysis. The same techniques will be more broadly applicable to the next generation of planetary missions that require more aggressive revisions in response to science targets of opportunity. For fast-moving missions such as a Trojan Tour and Rendezvous or Comet Encounter, it will be critical to ingest new data quickly and adapt each new instrument command cycle in response to the latest knowledge of the target. But even as the need for rapid interpretation increases, so does the volume of collected science data. This threatens to become a significant bottleneck in mission science yield. Here, we demonstrate that data-driven visualization can be a useful, general tool to assist these issues. Visual maps of this kind can provide significant improvements for viewing a range of data products. They also FIG. 9. End-member analysis using PCA. Top row: Point clouds for the samples Black Beauty (left) and Shionoha (right). Colored regions are manual labels ascribed arbitrarily to different extrema in the point cloud. Center row: The locations of the regions after back-projection onto the sample surface. Bottom row: The mean spectra corresponding to each image region. (Color graphics available at www.liebertonline.com/ast) promise better quality assurance by quickly highlighting artifacts for reacquisition during instrument operations. It can also enable fast summaries for tactical decisions, revealing trends and patterns. It will provide single-click access to the full catalogue of data and ultimately facilitate scientific discovery.
Samples prepared by polishing in a commercial laboratory are different than the surfaces encountered in situ by a Mars rover. The 2020 rover may include surface preparation systems, such as an abrasion tool, that could remove the surface layer down to depths of approximately 5 mm. This would remove most surface topography and weathering rinds, but the exposed surface would still be rougher than the samples in this study. Moreover, it is possible that dust could collect in the abraded area during preparation, and unabraded surfaces may still be investigated. These imperfections could create additional spectral diversity that is not scientifically relevant, manifesting as spurious long integrations during adaptive sampling or as extra lobes or groups during visualization. We think it is likely that most surface imperfections would mute, rather than enhance, diversity in the intensities of known line positions. Nonetheless, analyzing samples that are more representative of mission scenarios is a high priority for future study and will proceed as rover sample preparation methods mature.
Conclusion
This work has demonstrated principles to expedite astrobiology-relevant science by adding automation at two stages in the data analysis pipeline. We focused on PIXL, which exemplifies a future generation of rastering spectrometer instruments. We presented algorithms for adaptive sampling at millisecond timescales to increase integration time over areas of interest. Simulations on diverse samples showed significant improvements in sample diversity, quantified by the information content of downlinked data for a fixed time budget. Many localized features of interest exhibited unique features that could serve as a cue for spectral servoing. This approach would be most effective for spatially localized features with uniquely distinctive compositions-fortunately, the most likely use case for the technique. A mission-relevant example is the relocation of a detrital grain observed in a stromatolite, or a zircon grain in a sandstone that may yield a U-Pb radiometric date if incorporated into a returned sample. A second set of experiments dealt with longer timescales, evaluating dimensionality reduction to analyze downlinked data before a fully calibrated and quantitative product became available. We presented a series of experiments applying standard dimensionality reduction strategies to the problem of tactical ground data analysis. While performance varied widely, two methods stand out as particularly useful. Classical PCA provided robust, stable solutions over all datasets in the study and could be useful for identifying outlier compositions during tactical operations. t-SNE was effective at finding structure within the dataset and separating dissimilar datapoints as a precursor to cluster analysis. These techniques could allow for the rapid identification of poorquality data in large datasets and the semi-automated exclusion of these datapoints in analyses designed to inform rapid tactical decision making during planetary missions. Similarly, these techniques quickly highlight unexpected compositions and subtle compositional gradients that may otherwise not be apparent prior to time-consuming manual data processing.
The principles described in this work apply beyond a Mars 2020 mission; they could assist any mission operating under restricted time resources such as in situ missions to Venus, primitive bodies, the outer planets, or terrestrial field campaigns. The specific algorithms could also apply to other rastering spectrometers capable of collecting large data volumes, including reflectance or fluorescence spectrometers operating in infrared, visible, or ultraviolet wavelengths.
